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Flubar - Stop the spread with early flu detection 

x Thermal camera technology to detect body temperature 
x Built-in security camera with alert functions 
x Free lifetime updates and service on clouds 

Perth, Western Australia, a tech company’s crusade against the spread of flu. It only takes 
one sick person for the spread of flu viruses at an exponential rate across society. Early 
detection and self-isolation are key to stopping this. 

“Our workforce was crippled by the flu season last year, to combat that, our talented 
engineers have been working on a new product – one that stops the flu from entering your 
workplace or home!”, Alex Dunmow, CEO of Ninja Software. 

The device is compact like a portable speaker and can be placed on a desk or wall mount. It 
is a sleek design that has state-of-the-art thermal and camera technology to detect high 
temperatures (the common symptom for an early sign of flu) which will send alerts via an 
Apps. Additional features include facial recognition which provides extra security, alerting 
users of visitors at point of entry and recording their activities. All these are captured in real 
time and accessible on the clouds.  

Combining with ease of use and a lifetime software update, Flubar is available for home use 
and also for business use, Flubar Pro. 

We live in a time where technology plays a critical role in empowering us with accessing 
information and communications at our fingertips. And now there is a bigger role for 
technology, harnessed to serve humanity, through being accessible for individuals’ use, 
Flubar - Stop the Flu at the door. 

"We're excited about the prospect of getting this technology into offices, homes and 
workplaces around the world. The technology and the market are ready. The proliferation of 
thermal technology and automation to assist in the containment of contagious disease will be 
a game changer.”, John Nguyen, Chief Technology Officer of Ninja Software. 

It is with the power of hindsight that we truly value our commitment with technology for good. 
Flubar is available for pre-order now at www.flubar.io/get. 

It’s not too late! We all have a part to act in flattening the curve. 

 

Ninja Software is Perth’s only entrepreneurial software development company. As a 
startup formed during the recession several years ago, the team at Ninja Software is 
familiar with leveraging innovation against adversity. Ninja Software’s footprints can 
be seen in the tech ecosystem across WA leading innovation. Flubar is one of several 
projects that will have a massive global impact. 
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More important now than ever, the story of Flubar: https://youtu.be/vPjXuTM9wgk 

Flubar Animation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J25J5u_ldB4 

Flubar Apps, look and feel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEPfd98AH1M&feature=youtu.be 

Flubar and Flubar Pro, 360 degree views: https://youtu.be/swpCUvls8Fw 

   Flubar for Home 

   Flubar Pro for Work 


